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TRANSCRIPT ANY QUESTIONS?

TX FRIDAY 1st May 2009


PRESENTER:  	JONATHAN DIMBLEBY

PANELLISTS:

BARONNESS SUSAN GREENFIELD	Neuroscientist and Head of the Royal Institution

BARONESS HELENA KENNEDY	Human Rights Lawyer

NICK HERBERT	Shadow Secretary of State for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs

CHRIS HUHNE	Liberal Democrats Spokesman on Home Affairs

From: Haslemere Hall,  Surrey



DIMBLEBY:
Welcome to Haslemere, a thriving and expanding town some 50 miles from London and which is set in an area of outstanding natural beauty the Surrey Hills.  We are the guests here in Haslemere Hall of the Haslemere Society which was established in 1884 by one of the founders of the National Trust, Robert Hunter.  Its role is to protect and enhance the town, nearby villages and the surrounding countryside to ensure that change and development is in harmony with the character of the area.  On our panel Helena Kennedy is a QC and Human Rights Specialist.  She chairs the all-party law reform organisation Justice, is a former chair of the British Council, she is a Trustee of the British Museum and President of the School of African and Oriental Studies.  She sits on the Labour benches in the House of Lords where she is renowned as much for her independence as for her loyalty to the party line. Nick Herbert was one of the founding fathers of what became the Countryside Alliance, co-founder of the Right Leaning Think Tank Reform. He entered the commons at the 2005 election, joined the Shadow Cabinet 2 years later and is now Shadow Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs;  DEFRA.  Chris Huhne just lost out to Nick Clegg in the leadership contest to succeed Sir Menzies Campbell.  Formerly an MEP, he now speaks for his Party on Home Affairs and Justice.  Susan Greenfield sits on the cross benches in the House of Lords.  A neuroscientist and Professor of Pharmacology at Oxford University, she is also Director of the Royal Institution, a charity which seeks better to connect people to the world of science.  She is not a fan of social networking sites saying very recently “by the middle of the century our minds might have become infantilized, characterised by short attention spans and inability to empathise and a shaky sense of identity”.  You mean it hasn’t happened already?

SUSAN GREENFIELD
When you say I am not a fan that is assuming that I am against it and it may be that some people want those things.

DIMBLEBY
We may find out more later.  The fourth member of our panel is Susan Greenfield. (APPLAUSE)

Our first question please.

JOANNA DAVIES
Does the panel think that the panic and anxiety caused by current media coverage of the H1N1 swine flu virus is more dangerous than the virus itself?

DIMBLEBY
Nick Herbert

NICK HERBERT
I don’t think that we should blame the media or take that view because I think that it is right that we take precautions for what could become a very serious pandemic.  After all the governments own chief Medical Officer has said that in the worse case scenario the UK could face up to 750,000 deaths that would indeed be serious and so what I think the government has quite properly been doing is announcing what precautions it is going to take in order to deal with the potential increase in the number of people who might contract a new strain of flu one that we don’t still know how serious the effects would be.  We do have to remember that there have been previous flu pandemics in previous decades that have killed a very large number of people indeed.  The influenza pandemic in 1918 and 1919 killed more people than WW 1 and there were subsequent decades in which there were flu pandemics which still killed millions of people.  We do have the drugs now to prevent that kind of mortality.  It is only right I think that we should ensure that those drugs are available.

DIMBLEBY
Thank you.  Helena Kennedy

HELENA KENNEDY
I think it is a terrific question because I think it is one of the things that is in everyone’s mind.  To what extent is this being if you like flared up by the media because there is nothing people like more than a great catastrophe and things to panic and I am sure that for several politicians it is quite a nice distraction from other things?  But (APPLAUSE) I think in one of the things that is reassuring and I think that here we give credit to government is that actually we seem to be in command of this and all the evidence is that we do have enough anti viral medication and so on available, huge stocks of it already in preparation for this kind of thing but we always aim to accumulate even more and to have more produced at very short order.  I think that all seems very good.  I think it raises other questions though for us which I think should be a matter of concern.  Why is it we are seeing these mutant viruses.  Are we seeing an increase in them and perhaps someone like Susan can answer a bit more because she comes from a scientific community where while it is not her specialty it is something she might be able to tell us about. 

DIMBLEBY
That is really putting the onus on her.

HELENA KENNEDY
Poor Susan. But all I would say is that I do think we have to ask questions about factory farming.  About whether viruses mutate much more likely and it seems to me that we have invented artificial ways of accelerating the evolution of deadly viruses by actually the way in which we have these animals and particularly when you look at pig farming.  Snout to snout in very tight accommodation.  The factory where in the area where this started in Mexico has 1 million pigs in it all accommodated in apparently in extraordinary circumstances where they are living on top of a sort of cesspool of their own excrement and you just know that that is the sort of environment in which bad things are likely to happen so I actually that we should take this opportunity of reflecting on some of the things that we do in order to create cheap food for all of us.  (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Professor Greenfield

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Well I feel that in the kingdom of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.  Because I am a scientist I am automatically an expert on pandemics.  That is not the case.  However what fascinates me is the way the press handles science and science-related stories because it is very thin line between, on the one hand as the questioner said, panic and anxiety versus information and I think the press on the whole for this particular instance have done quite a good job on giving advice, on publishing question and answers so that most people can have not necessarily reassurance but at least information and I think there is really a balanced picture emerging.  On the one hand there is bad news and there is good news. The bad news is that although it might be mild at the moment, viruses can evolve they are very sneaky and they can evolve into being drug resistant. They can also evolve so long as they can keep you alive long enough so you can affect others into being virulent.  If you are a virus your goal in life is to not be like the Ebola virus but be like the HIV virus that is to say you don’t want to be so infectious but at the same time so virulent that you kill people before they have a chance to infect others.  HIV virus on the other hand is nice and long term you can take before you do your damage.  


DIMBLEBY
Do you just on what we have so far of the 1 case in this country of the transfer from person to person which is the friends of the couple who are married who said today, today he said I started to feel better than I have done all week.  I am quite gutted it started last Saturday when I started to feel I had an upset stomach and then my throat started to get sore, the worse was when I started to get headaches and feel quite feverish.  Against and despite what you said about it could become very virulent do you take any comfort from the fact that clearly in this case on the face of it a very mild flu like a feverish cold.

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Well the answer is of course one takes comfort from that but then the other issue and then I will get on to the good news in a second, because I don’t want to end on a gloomy note, is that if one looks at previous pandemics lets take the 1918 pandemic that started with a mild wave, the first wave in July was mild, but as the papers have been telling us all so it is not just scientists that know this in the Autumn in the northern hemisphere when that begins the flu season then we might see a second wave or even a third that is more serious.  So these, you can read in the newspapers and I am saying this in defence of the press because that is why they are there, the good news fantastic news is that we are second only to France who have stockpiled doses I gather for 52% of the population. We have stockpiled  50%.  Sorry 50% of the population could be treated right now whereas the States for example only have 25% so well done us.

DIMBLEBY
This is the Tamiflu and..

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Yes well done us for doing this (APPLAUSE) and I gather also the strategy that we are adopting which is to really treat immediately all contacts of infected people is the best possible strategy so for once we have got it right for once we should pat ourselves on the back.   The government should be applauded and it is good news in as much as it can be in bad times

DIMBLEBY
And when on the basis of figures that are proffered by either the Chief Medical Officer or the European Official in response to questions does it when the media report up to 750,000 may die, up to 1 million, up to x million may die do you feel that that information as it stands is useful information because it could also be that no one dies as it were

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Yes exactly up to there was a politician who used that kind of statistic for something else once which was rather strange up to this and up to that it doesn’t really help you very much.  And there is more to life than death as well.  If you think about it and it is not, one should be worried that even if no one dies that if everyone seems to past stage it so the trains don’t run, so the supermarkets aren’t open, the banks aren’t open that is pretty bad as well.  So there is more to life than death.  (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
OK Chris Huhne

CHRIS HUHNE
Well I detect the audience would like a special strain of flu only for bankers (LAUGH).  I mean this is a very serious problem and I think that both Susan, Helena and Nick have been right to warn.  In 1918 – 15 million people died in the outbreak of Spanish flu.  1957 worldwide 2 million died in the outbreak of Asian flu.  And I hope that we are not going to face this sort of problem but clearly there is a real risk.

DIMBLEBY
Do we know perhaps that 2 million died in ’57, x 100,000 died in 1968, each year many thousands of people around the world die, 10’s of thousands people die form the flu’s that are already doing the rounds.  When we talk about these figures are we talking about these over an above the normal deaths from flu or is it just that this is a figure that you can identify relatively clearly whereas we don’t even bother with the other flu’s like we don’t bother that much with the other diseases that kill people every day around the world.  

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Well I think models vary and opinions like with all science as to what will be the outcome as to numbers I think it is very dangerous to talk about certain numbers dying because if you say up to a certain amount then that covers everything.

DIMBLEBY
Sorry Chris Huhne

CHRIS HUHNE
Well just I mean I think that the media should not be accused actually in this particular case of over egging things.  They usually do and as a former journalist I can attest to that but frankly we know that human beings are in built with these two responses of flight or fight and they are there very instinctively in order to guard us against danger and panic frankly has a purpose.  I mean you may not believe that looking at you know Dads Army with the famous Dr Mainwearing “don’t panic whatever you do don’t panic” but in reality panic does have a purpose and it is there to alert us and I hope

DIMBLEBY
Do you detect panic in the British People?

CHRIS HUHNE
No but there is a heightened state of alert.  Panic is an exaggeration but I think it helps to guard against the pandemic becoming more dangerous.  Frankly the most dangerous thing would be complacency.  


DIMBLEBY
Nick Herbert last quick word

NICK HERBERT
I just want to say in response to Helena that I think the British animal welfare standards are amongst the highest in the world so we shouldn’t tar all farmers with the same brush. Bird flu didn’t come from intensively produced animals and I think just one other thing to say is a reminder

DIMBLEBY
That was from, that was from birds being cheek by jowl as it were with their owners

NICK HERBERT
But relatively extensively.  I think there is one other thing to say which is that there are already existing pandemics and if only they could get this level of attention.  You know 1.5 million people die every year globally from TB an easily and cheaply curable disease and actually the world does not pay enough attention to that (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
We will go to our next please.


ALEX BODY
Just does the panel believe that the British achievements in southern Iraq justify the tragic deaths of 179 of our military personnel?  

DIMBLEBY
Helena Kennedy

HELENA KENNEDY
Well I was a very strong opponent of the war and I feel it is a great sort of grief to me and many people in this country that it was something that we did and followed the US into what was a war of choice rather than a war of necessity and that we put our young people in harms way for something that we shouldn’t have done.  To have lost 179 soldiers is just for me a tragedy for those families, for those individuals and for us as a nation and I want this to be a moment of reflection on it.  I also was very saddened that at the end of March we had, there was a piece in the paper that I saw which was in the month just before in this year there had been a number of suicides by soldiers out there in Iraq where they had shot themselves because of depression and because of the situation they were facing.  So I just feel that we really have seen something that could have been avoided.  I think it is wonderful that we have withdrawn. I think it should be a source of celebration but I hope that we never forget that a terrible, terrible wrong was done.  

(APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Nick Herbert

NICK HERBERT
I rather dislike those who are absolutely certain one way or the other about whether the war was a very good thing or a very bad thing because this is quite a complicated one.  Yes there certainly were negatives and we can’t ignore all of those.  The 10’s of thousands of civilian deaths let alone the number of military deaths (APPLAUSE) there is the fact that radicalization has been incited both at home and abroad by it and I think it is true to say that the invasion may have harmed the Middle East peace process which is so important in the long term to engendering security in the region but on the other hand there are positives too and I don’t think they can just be swept aside.  A dictatorship has been overthrown.  Saddam Hussein was a brutal murderer.  Thousands of bodies have been discovered in mass graves. There was the moving sight of Iraqis going to the polls, democracy has been installed in the country, Iraq has now got a free press.  Something we take for granted in this country.  It has got a burgeoning civil society, most Iraqis are now saying that security is improving and the economy is now growing and we have to remember that while many people like to demonize Bush and Blair in relation to the decision to go to war it was actually President Clinton’s formal administration policy to effect regime change in some way in Iraq because of Saddam Hussein because of the way he treated his people and the instability he was causing in the region.  It is a complicated balance.

DIMBLEBY
Given it is a complicated balance sheet as you elaborated do you find therefore that you can’t give a straightforward, I didn’t mean straightforward in a pejorative way, a straightforward question was the British achievement as Alex Body puts it, called it the British achievement justify the deaths.  Is there a yes or no in the end to that?

NICK HERBERT
I find it

DIMBLEBY
Given 

NICK HERBERT
Partly because of the way in which the justification for the conflict shifted you know the justification we were given was not actually proved to be a completely false one and that is what makes this kind of assessment really difficult.  (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Chris Huhne there will be those listening as has happened with Any Questions before and Any Answers who are either families of those who have family or are parents or brothers or sisters of those who are wounded or wounded themselves just in parenthesis – justification?

CHRIS HUHNE
Well I think you are absolutely right to mention that because clearly the bravery and professionalism of our soldiers in Iraq cannot be gainsaid and we have had literally thousands of people serving there and we must pay tribute to them and remember all that they have been through.  But I am afraid I agree with Helena that this was not an episode in our history which we will remember with pride because we did not go to war for the right reasons.  We were actually lying about the causes of the war.  I think that is absolutely clear.

DIMBLEBY
When you say lie, you said individuals that made the decision knowingly misled Parliament – are you charging Tony Blair not with just being wrong but with deliberately misleading the Parliament.  Is that your charge against him?

CHRIS HUHNE
My belief is that we were deliberately misled and I believe that we need a full enquiry to get to the bottom of how that was allowed to happen (APPLAUSE)  this came home to me very very clearly when I had a meeting with Hans Blix who was the gentleman who the United Nations put in charge of attempting to find out whether there were weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, and he told me that he believed at the beginning of that process that there were weapons of mass destruction and he searched and he searched and the more he went on the more he told British intelligence, American intelligence no there are not we can’t find them and he got more and more leads to look here, look there and he went on  and he became convinced that it was simply not true and it was precisely at that point that bush and Blair decided to pull the trigger and that is an outrage because we went to war on a false prospectus, it was illegal we didn’t have the backing of the United Nations I  am not naïve enough to believe that we can go without war there are lots of evil people we need to fight wars sometimes  but this was a war we should not have fought not on these terms, not on our, on the principles that we put forward.

DIMBLEBY
Susan Greenfield (APPLAUSE)

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Well very sadly the people who have died can’t come back and if was a relative of someone who had died rather than argue the toss of the rights and the wrongs because that won’t bring the person back I would like to think of positive things that might come out of what they have done and the sacrifices they have made.  I think what I would like to see and it is very hard to imagine yourself in that position if you haven’t been there is avoiding any further blood letting, any further people dying and above all I would like to see something positive.  We are hearing now of economic growth there but I am a scientist, I am an academic and I would love to see everything that we can do now I would like to see us still there, promoting education, promoting science promoting exchanges between young people in Iraq and the UK. If we could do something like that to raise the quality of life for the people that have been left.  If I was a relative of someone, if I had lost someone close to me I would feel partly that there death hadn’t been in vain rather than all these arguments.  I would like to see some really positive schemes coming out of this.  (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
There are some reports from individuals who I think would like to be though reputable as reporters saying that they have been talking to intelligence people in and around the government who are as it were spying on their own government who are saying that they are appalled that Mr al-Maliki is running the show, with his own clan, his own people around him that it is profoundly anti democratic and secretive and that is what will happen down the road this is their allegation that it will be back to some version of what it was like before the British went in.

HELENA KENNEDY
I would like to come in because I think it is a difficult question because no one is going to want to feel that people died in vain and I think that positive things will come out of this sort of enquiry that Chris is talking about because we need to know the truth.  History needs to know so that we don’t do this kind of thing again and one of the things that I think Nick and I do say this to you is that the Labour Party, my Party in Government I believe did not behave well in relation to this war and went in on the coat tail of Bush inappropriately, wrongly and actually did mislead the population.  I think there are people in my party who have responsibility but your party has responsibility to bear too because you voted for it and that is why you are still defending it.

DIMBLEBY
Let me bring, a quick word because I am going to bring in our questioner.  If you want to respond to that.  You are defending it because you voted for it is the charge against you.

NICK HERBERT
Well I tried to set out both sides, actually I wasn’t in the House of commons at the time but we have called for an enquiry and the government has consistently resisted that enquiry and they are only now suggesting that it will happen so that we can get to the truth and in particular there is a very good reason to want that enquiry which is to find out why we were so unprepared for what would happen after the invasion.  (APPLAUSE)
I am afraid just to transfer the blame in that way in a party political way it was just cheap point scoring.

HELENA KENNEDY
No it is not it is about the two main parties did not scrutinize the intelligence appropriately and your party bears responsibility too so that you have to recognise that there is going to be a long term consequence for this and our political class has to shoulder responsibility together.  

DIMBLEBY
I am going to go back to our questioner.  Hang on Chris I am going back to our questioner.  

ALEX BODY
First of all I think it goes without saying that our troops in Iraq have done a brilliant job individually but unfortunately as far as I can make out the prognosis for Iraq does not look particularly good at this point.  

DIMBLEBY
What makes you feel that?

HELENA KENNEDY
Well the way in which we have gone about, particularly the Americans have gone about actually bringing some semblance of order which is really encouraging sectarianism and as soon as the Americans leave it does seem as though it will fall back apart again.

DIMBLEBY
Thank you if you have thoughts about that.  The number to ring is 03700 100 444.  the email address any.answers@bbc.co.uk and particularly if you are involved with or connected with in some way the armed forces services it would be good to hear from you.  Our next call please.


NIGEL TROLLOP
In the last 24 hours several senior Labour politicians have said Gordon Brown is doomed, had it and gone to pot.  Does the panel see Gordon Brown regaining the country’s trust?

(SHOUTS FROM AUDIENCE)

DIMBLEBY
Some of the audience has a view before hearing the panel.  Chris Huhne

CHRIS HUHNE
No.  (APPLAUSE)  No I am afraid things have gone beyond the point at which I think the Prime Minister will be able to regain the trust of the British people I think he has become part of Labour’s problem and not the solution.  

DIMBLEBY
But you would say that wouldn’t you as a Liberal Democrat, you would say it under any circumstances I f you could.  

CHRIS HUHNE
No 

DIMBLEBY
What is the difference between normal having a go and this having a go?

CHRIS HUHNE
I think actually my party has a rather strong record of trying to be fair and not getting involved in yah-boo politics and therefore I don’t say that about Gordon Brown at all lightly because I think as a politician he has some virtues but unfortunately he doesn’t have it seems to me the right temperament for the job of Prime Minister and you can see that in the way he reacts to particular problems. He dives into the detail and gets lost and he can’t see the wood from the trees and it is sad because I think that sometimes that makes a very good Departmental Minister but it doesn’t make someone who is a very good Prime Minister who is a good judge of character who is capable of building and inspiring a team and making a team of government and government is always a team work together.  And I am afraid I don’t say that with any sense of Chardon froide I merely I am afraid think that this is one of the tragedies we are seeing somebody who is simply not in the right job. (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Susan Greenfield


SUSAN GREENFIELD
Actually following on from what Chris said I think you can actually draw an interesting distinction between a manager and a leader.  Now managers are very often competent when they are in the right job.  They know what boxes have to be ticked, they know what goals have to be reached they know what regulations have to be enforced they know who has to report to whom and indeed one might say that Brown was good at those things but what is the difference between a manager and a leader. Well my own view is that a leader is someone who has a vision and when you think about the great leaders, thinks of Martin Luther King and  “I have a Dream”. It is laying out a big vision.  Think of Churchill in the war laying out a vision: and for me what distinguishes a manager, however competent, from a true leader is that you want to follow the latter and not necessarily the former.  You actually want to actually be part of the vision. They don’t tell you what to do you are doing it automatically because you are so excited by what they are laying out.

DIMBLEBY
How does that relate to, in relation to the question asked against your very interesting account of that… no, no it is consistent with it but it doesn’t quite answer…. the questioner talks about trust, regaining the country’s trust how does that fit with good manager and good leader

SUSAN GREENFIELD
OK I should add I have the great privilege on this platform being the only one with no political party so I can speak objectively.  And I would….. No if I was convinced he was a good leader I would follow.  Fine.  So I don’t have any preconditioning.  But I think a leader is someone who by definition inspires trust. It is someone who you want  to follow over the trenches when the whistle goes someone you will follow and I don’t think at the moment when I see Clegg and Cameron stand shoulder to shoulder when we have sleaze after scandal after nasty little story, after the YouTube performance you know and it all stockpiles up to what?  Not to someone who has a vision for you and I remember the days of the great ideology of socialism versus capitalism, not personalities and characters and sniping but I remember the great ideologies at school talking about the great ideologies and I feel sad that we seem to have lost that now. We seem to be sniping and pea shooting at each other and where are the leaders?  Certainly not in the current government.

(APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Nick Herbert

NICK HERBERT
No I don’t believe that Gordon Brown will regain trust. I mean firstly because of what he has done to the economy in the seriousness of the mismanagement bringing this country to the edge of bankruptcy the highest budget deficit since the war which will take now a concerted action to fix and as a consequence increasing taxes for working people of this country, claiming to have ended boom and bust when he transparently did no such thing.  Secondly because of the loss of political authority he has suffered a number of reversals this week. He no longer appears to be in control of his own Party and he has been humiliated internationally as well.  I think importantly because he appears to have lost also his moral compass, his scrapping of the 10 p tax rate hitting the poorest hardest, the Damian McBride emails emanating from Downing Street smearing people, the decision on the Gurkhas and having to be overruled by Parliament he just didn’t seem to understand the injustice in what he was proposing but above all I think the reason that he will not regain trust is because Gordon Brown, everything that he does is always a political decision and if you are Prime Minister you should govern in the national interest.  But when he span the troop withdrawal numbers on the eve of David Cameron’s conference speech when he introduced that 10p tax cut simply because he was trying to suggest it was a tax cut we all know it was a tax con.  When he tried this trick this week of suddenly announcing the change in MP’s allowances actually it was on the eve of the budge simply in order to wrong foot his opponents then it blows up in his face.  It is because of that, because he is always trying to take decisions in narrow political interests rather than the interests of the country that is why at the end of the day I do not believe he will regain trust.
(APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
Labour peer Helena Kennedy some of your House of Commons colleagues have really been putting the boot in big time haven’t they.

HELENA KENNEDY
I know I know it is very interesting to hear David Blunkett and Charles Clarke suddenly coming out and you know beating up on the leader.  Something happens to people when they come out of power.  They miss it terribly and you know once you have drunk from that cup and you notice they were both former Home Secretaries something in the drinking water at the Home Office but I want to actually separate these two things out here.  One is the issue of trust generally because I think there is a problem with trust to do with politics more generally. I chaired an enquiry which was called the Power enquiry for the Rowntree Trust and it was a cross-party thing, and I had members Ferdinand Mount the Conservative who was the vice-chair, and there were Liberal Democrats, and there were people of no parties and all parties, and we went all round the country talking to people about why they were not voting why they were not joining political parties what they felt about or what was happening with government and their democracy and everybody, there was a very strong sense from all over the country that basically they didn’t trust politicians any more and it was about disillusionment with politics and the reasons for it and they were very articulate about it and this was across all social divides and so on they said that they felt there was too much self interest that people went into politics for and were seen to be lining their own pockets and I am afraid recent evidence doesn’t look too good from that point of view and let me tell you it is all parties and let me tell you that when the report, when you see the stuff that will come out in July about people having to disclose their receipts and so on you will find that there is no party that can come out 


DIMBLEBY
Just on that the House of Lords has got off rather lightly hasn’t it because just to, just for those who may not be familiar with it that is virtually the system that Gordon Brown was proposing namely day allowances sign in some wag said drive away in your Rolls Royce having picked up your daily allowance

HELENA KENNEDY
And let me tell you it is a disgrace and it has to end.  I actually do think that when you talk about this kind of

DIMBLEBY
Do you draw your daily allowance?  

HELENA KENNEDY
If I attend at the House of Lords I get an allowance for being somebody who lives in London.  I don’t cheat.  Some people pretend that the house that they have, I have a home in Scotland too, I live in London, my children were brought up in London they went to school in London and for me to try and claim that my house in Scotland in fact is my real house so that I can claim the travelling expenses and the special allowances that you would get from living somewhere else and let me tell you there are many people who do that.   And I think it is shameful and I think it should be checked and stopped.  (APPLAUSE) so I think there is a problem about trust across the political, and I think we have to see real change with our political system and that is where I have an issue with Gordon Brown. You see I feel that my party, I have been a great critic of my party in government because I felt that in fact there was too much free market, too much privatization, too much allowing financial services to get out of control and that is why there are all the problems with the banks.  The purpose of a Labour government is to put the moral component into markets and we have failed to do it.  So I feel very disappointed that we haven’t got some kind of new vision, when we got a new Prime Minister and I feel that Gordon Brown should have seized that moment and let me tell you I feel 

DIMBLEBY
Briefly if you would because I must move on

HELENA KENNEDY
However let me tell you that he is not a man of no integrity, he is not a man who is insincere, he is a man who actually let me tell you has enormous talents well let me tell you if you vote in David Cameron at the next election you will suddenly find he is not so concerned about all of you and that very many of the super-rich will be the people who will be his constituencies and who he will care for (SHOUTS AND APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY
We could pursue that but I want to move on to our next please.


NIGEL PIKE
Joanna Lumley made a successful campaign supporting the Gurhkas this week does the panel believe that celebrities have more impact in swaying political opinion than politicians

(LAUGH)

DIMBLEBY
Susan Greenfield

SUSAN GREENFIELD
I suppose it depends how you define impact.  If you mean they get more column inches and they get more air time then possibly because I am sure Joanna Lumley is more photogenic than many of the politicians and she would be someone one wants to read about.  

DIMBLEBY
But it wasn’t just her photogenic quality was it?

SUSAN GREENFIELD
 No of course not, but talking about celebrities normally part of the appeal of  celebrities is that they are glamorous and exciting both in every demeanor so I think we have to weigh up whether we are now in the age of the celebrity, of the sound bite, of the instant glamour and it actually follows on from what we were just talking about because I think the old ideas of the ideologies and ideas being more important than personalities of being able to think and talk rather than say yuck and wow at things are having a long attention span rather than a short easily distracted immediate gratification.  All of those things are bound up together and I do fear that the newspapers and the broadcast media will deliver what people want to hear and what they want to read obviously because that is what they are in the business of doing and if people want to have celebrities and find there is a back story behind them and it is more glamorous then we are not to blame the media for doing that, for giving people what they want but what we ought to do is question ourselves, we ought to question ourselves and find out our values.  I think that is more important.


DIMBLEBY:
Chris, Chris Huhne you and your party leader and the Liberal Democrats led politically on this issue, do you think that Joanna Lumley in this context do you think Joanna Lumley was critical to its success.

CHRIS HUHNE 
I think Joanna Lumley was critical to its success and I think I pay tribute to that, I think that she did a marvelous, marvelous role in leading the campaign, but I don’t think celebrity is enough and the reason I don’t think celebrity is enough is  because what really gave Joanna Lumley the welly to put some real back bone into this is the fact that she was passionate and sincere about it and committed (APPLAUSE) and she was committed over a long period and everybody could see why she was passionate and sincere about it because actually a Gurkha rifleman saved they life of her father who had served as Major Lumley in the Gurkha rifles and so there was a, Joanna Lumley would not be there without the sort of bravery which the Gurkhas have repeatedly displayed throughout the history  the near 200 years in which they have served in British armed forces and the very other absolutely key part of the campaign was the fact that it could be brought down to one simple moral principle which Nick Clegg I think put brilliantly which is that anyone that is good enough die for our country is good enough to live in it (APPLAUSE).

DIMBLEBY; 
Do you think Nick Herbert that celebrities have more impact in swaying political opinion in politicians?

NICK HERBERT
I don’t think they more impact but they can have an incredibly powerful impact that was

DIMBLEBY
Bob Geldolf is another who

NICK HERBERT
Bob Geldolf is a good example.  Jamie Oliver in the campaign that he ran which I was able to give a little bit of help to in relation to his school dinners campaign and latterly his campaign to try and encourage people to eat British grown produce, these things can have a huge impact, I saw it for my self not far away from here when government policy was trying to down grade a hospital in West Sussex in Chichester a huge march was organized it was when Keith Richards of the Rolling Stones said that he would join that march the national press really became interested I have to say that he stopped off half way through the march to have a cigarette (LAUGHTER) which somewhat alarmed the doctors concerned but but we got the coverage

DIMBLEBY; 
Keith Richards, Keith Richards if you want right of reply any answers is 03700 100 444 after the Saturday broadcast of this programme please be on the air.

NICK HERBERT
Keith did a fantastic job but it was also for me as a Member of Parliament it was the many emails that I received from constituents setting out their feelings about the injustice that was being done to the Gurkhas that’s why at the end of the day the Liberal Democrats and the Conservatives were able to join forces with Labour rebels and vote down the government, yes the celebrity endorsement helped it was a great thing but at the end of day it was Members of Parliament responding to their constituents and doing the right thing and were getting a lot of flack at the moment much of it I think quite rightly
But actually I felt that this was a week where I felt that we had done something that made me proud to be a Member of Parliament (APPLAUSE).

DIMBLEBY 
Helena Kennedy

HELENA KENNEDY
No I think its wonderful when people are successful in the theatre or are successful in film or whatever, put their fame to really good use, and one of the things I mean I know Joanna Lumley and I can tell you this is a woman who is far more than just a pretty face she is incredibly intelligent smart woman who absolutely has always told this story about how her life was affected by her father as a man in the military whose life was saved she believed in this campaign she was tireless about knowing the fine details of it and I, I have to say you just have to take your hat off to her that she really put her energy behind something that she believed in and there’s a lesson from that  for all of us I think and for our children that when you see injustice taking place you have to stand up and be counted and do your best to make sure its righted and she did that (APPLAUSE).

DIMBLEBY 
Susan Greenfield.

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Yes yes quite briefly can I just clarify I hope I didn’t give the impression that I thought she was just a pretty face and I endorse everything that the panel have said 

HELENA KENNEDY
 I hope she’s made a Dame! I hope she’s given some great accolade! (APPLAUSE)

DIMBLEBY 
Members of the audience suggested Prime Minister

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Who would wish that on anybody?

DIMBLEBY 
I was going to say: Joanna you can come into Any Answers as well and say whether you want the job of Prime Minister.  We’ll go swiftly to our next


QUESTION: 
Does the panel believe that social networking sites such as Facebook do more harm than good?

DIMBLEBY 
Professor

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Do you want the one word answer?

DIMBLEBY 
No two

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Two word answer

DIMBLEBY 
No a bit more than that

SUSAN GREENFIELD
Yes and no, I think um

DIMBLEBY 
What’s your basically what’s your worry

SUSAN GREENFIELD
My worry is when people do anything in excess so for example no one would criticize anyone or I would hope wouldn’t want to begrudge them the occasional bit of chocolate but no one I hope would say just eat chocolate all day and nothing else, don’t eat anything else and I feel a bit like that with social networking sites. If you’ve got a robust structure of friends and a happy family circle and you’re living a healthy well-rounded fulfilled and varied life in 3 dimensions then occasionally going into 2 dimensions and having 900 friends I suppose is stuff

DIMBLEBY 
Why (talked over)

SUSAN GREENFIELD
 If you just do that

DIMBLEBY 
Because that’s how you become infantilized and shaky sense of identity was then phrase you used as well.

SUSAN GREENFIELD
 I did I did

DIMBLEBY 
I mean given that quite a lot of people have a shaky sense of identity in any case, why does Face book make it worse of social networking make it worse.

SUSAN GREENFIELD
No It doesn’t necessarily make it OK, so very briefly the brain is good at what it rehearses  the more you rehearse something the better you are at it, if you don’t rehearse it you won’t be good at it it’s like any exercise, so therefore if you don’t rehearse the normal complex highly challenging interaction of face to face conversation where you’re going on so called proceed that’s tone of voice you’re judging body language you’re perhaps picking up on pheromones you’re analyzing what someone’s saying ands at the same time planning what you’re going to say and exactly when you’re going to interject, all of these are complex skills that we learn as we grow. If you don’t have a chance to rehearse that because you’re communicating with 900 friends for most of the day then you won’t be very good at it you’ll find that quite stressful which means you’ll do it less because you’ll tend to do the thing that you enjoy most so it will be a vicious circle.

DIMBLEBY 
At the risk of infantilizing the programme we’ve only got 2 minutes left our 2 minute  our just under 2 minute culture in fact means you’ve got the be rather brief I’m afraid but it was very interesting hearing that and I’m sure that you will have agreed Nick Herbert.

NICK HERBERT
I’m on one of the social networking sites so I can’t be against it, it’s a great way of keeping in touch, with people a lot of friends who I haven’t seen for a long time, but I thing that the owners of these sites do have responsibilities one of them is to look out for cyber bullying which is a growing phenomenon whereby young people are being bullied on these sites, that’s a serious problem and it does need addressing.

DIMBLEBY 
What do you think about it Chris Huhne are you a Facebooker?

CHRIS HUHNE
I am, I’ve got I’m on Facebook and I have something like more than 1000 of my closest friends (LAUGHTER) are on face book as well It makes me sound a bit like Sir Phillip Green having a birthday party, I think um I entirely agree actually with what Susan said I think that it has benefits in keeping in touch, in sharing interests which might be quite arcane but there is no substitute for real interaction, proper friendship.

DIMBLEBY 
And finally last word Helena.

HELENA KENNEDY
 I’m not a social networker, I haven’t enough hours in the day as it is, so I have.. (APPLAUSE) but I think it’s more good than harm

DIMBLEBY 
More good than harm, thank you, a clear unambiguous answer. I’d like to come to the audience, more good than harm, hands up who think it does more good than harm, who thinks it, right, a tiny bit. Who thinks it more harm than good, overwhelming in this audience it’s more harm than good. We’re going to be in Edinburgh next week we won’t find out the answer to that question there, I suspect we’ll find out other things. Join us there, from here with the Haslemere Society in Haslemere good bye (APPLAUSE).





